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We were delighted to win recognition for 

our funds from three major fund industry 

journals during the year, particularly as 

these awards are not based on         

short-term performance, but cover     

longer periods, and include metrics   

concerning risk and costs.  In June the 

TB Amati UK Smaller Companies fund 

won the Money Observer award category 

Best Smaller UK Smaller/Mid Cap     

Equity. This award is for consistently 

superior risk-adjusted performance over 

a 3 year period to 31 March 2016  

Money Observer 2016 Fund Award Winners 

Investment in smaller 
companies can be higher 
risk than investment in 
well-established blue 
chip companies. Funds 
investing significantly in 
smaller companies can 
be subject to more     
volatility due to the    
limited marketability of 
the underlying asset. 
Please refer to the risk   
warning on page 4.  

“AIM provides a wealth of 

under-researched       

opportunities, but the 

work required to uncover 

them is significant. Dr 

Paul Jourdan and the 

Amati team have the     

experience and level-

headed approach needed 

to succeed in this       

market.” 

Richard Troue, Head of 

Investment Analysis 

Hargreaves Lansdown 

In November the same fund won the 

Moneywise Best UK Smaller Companies 

Fund 2016 award.  In judging this    

Moneywise take the top 20 funds in 

each sector over 3 years and then     

aggregate their performance over 3, 5 

and where possible, seven years (bid to 

bid, net income reinvested). These funds 

are then filtered to remove those that 

hadn't performed consistently or were 

deemed to be too risky. Moneywise also 

focus on value for money, ruling out 

funds with higher charges.  

Moneywise 2016 Fund Award Winners 

Finally, earlier this month we were   

awarded the Best AIM IHT Portfolio      

Service award at the Inaugural              

Investment Week Tax Efficiency Awards 

2016.  According to the independent  

judging panel Amati "has an excellent long 

term investment track record in the AIM 

market delivering very good investment 

returns which it combines with a        

t ransparent  fa i r l y  p r iced IHT                  

service".  Amati VCT 2 also picked up a 

“Highly Commended” in the AIM VCT   

category of the Investment Week awards. Investment Week 2016/2017 Fund 

Award Winners 

Past performance is not a 

reliable indicator to future 

performance 

http://www.moneyobserver.com/our-analysis/best-uk-equity-funds-fund-awards-2016
http://www.moneywise.co.uk/investing/funds/moneywise-fund-awards-2016-part-1
http://events.investmentweek.co.uk/taxefficiencyawards/static/2016-finalists
http://events.investmentweek.co.uk/taxefficiencyawards/static/2016-finalists
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An investment in a VCT 
carries higher risk than 
other forms of              
investment. An             
investment in the Amati 
VCTs is suitable only for 
investors who are        
capable of evaluating the 
risk and merits of such 
investment and who have 
sufficient resources to 
bear any loss which 
might result from such 
investment. Investors 
should check their      
eligibility for income tax 
relief with a professional 
adviser.  

R E F L E C T I N G  O N  2 0 1 6  

D AV I D  S T E V E N S O N  

that the Federal Reserve’s tightening of 

monetary policy in mid-December appears 

to have caused little volatility. 

To date, UK equities have generated a   

decent, mid-teens total return for 2016, 

albeit the route to achieving this has been 

buffeted by political noise. Large            

companies have been the best performers 

as their predominantly overseas earnings 

benefit from sterling’s weakness post the 

EU referendum. Mid-caps have suffered 

from the flip side of this currency shift, and 

have been the worst performers on        

concerns that their predominantly domestic 

earnings will eventually be exposed to rising 

costs from imported inputs, plus fears 

about the wider UK consumer outlook if 

real incomes are squeezed by inflation. 

Interestingly, small-caps and AIM stocks 

have been relatively good performers – 

both offer significant exposure to some of 

the best structural growth companies in the 

UK and are less exposed to economic or 

political sentiment. In addition, AIM has a 

material weighting in resources which have 

been far and away the best performing  

segment of the UK market as commodity 

prices have bottomed. 

After such a year, it would seem foolhardy 

to make sweeping predictions for 2017. 

Even if the fundamental picture suggests 

that the UK All-Share now sits at a lower 

twelve month forward multiple than last 

December, for more than three times the 

expected earnings growth of last year 

(mostly from upgraded resources and    

financials), it is likely that investment     

outcomes for next year will again depend 

on some major political events. Trump’s 

domestic policies will need to have the  

consent of Congress, and whilst              

republicans enjoy a majority in both houses 

it is traditionally a party which favours fiscal 

restraint  and non- interventionist             

government. Even if stimulus wins the day, 

the prospects for the US domestic economy 

could be overtaken by the upcoming      

elections in Europe, where the recent     

Italian referendum result suggests an    

unstable status quo. EU disintegration 

would not be a very supportive backdrop for 

the global economy or the performance of 

capital markets. There is also the small 

matter of the UK’s EU exit and trade       

renegotiations, but increasingly these    

appear to be risk events for 2019 and   

beyond. Political uncertainty looks likely to 

influence investment returns for some time 

to come.  

It has been an extraordinary end to an 

extraordinary year. Most notable events 

have been political in nature, and whilst 

active investment management will     

always be about the specifics of individual 

companies, 2016 has been a timely    

reminder that the wider environment can 

have a significant influence on investor 

returns. 

We started the year with uncertainty 

about the global economy. Slowing 

growth, particularly in emerging countries, 

and fears about China’s debt burden,  

exerted downward pressure on the UK 

market. A slumping oil price was further 

evidence of a lack of international       

demand drivers. As has been the case 

ever since the 2008 financial crisis, the 

cavalry once again arrived in the form of 

central bank policies. In the first quarter 

both the Bank of England and the ECB 

made announcements – a delayed rate 

rise from the former and further monetary 

stimulus from the latter. A continuation of 

ultra-loose policy boosted investor spirits, 

with UK equities enjoying a strong        

rebound. This returned the market to a 

marginal gain for the year, immediately 

prior to the EU referendum in June. The 

initial panic which followed the             

unexpected outcome caused stocks to fall 

– but only by about 7%, and only for two 

trading days. Rapid transition to a new 

government, plus a lack of any             

deteriorating macroeconomic data, saw 

momentum return to UK equities, driving 

them to a high point in early October with 

solid double digit gains for the year. In the 

lead up to the next big political event - the 

US election in early November - the UK 

market gave back some of its               

performance, but bottomed quickly after 

the Trump result, and then rebounded. 

The catalyst for the rebound this time was 

a belief that Trump’s presidency will    

herald the reflation of the US economy, 

built on tax cuts and infrastructure  

spending as policy switches from        

monetary to fiscal stimulus. Resurrected 

inflationary threats then caused bond 

markets to sell-off, further encouraging a 

movement towards equities. Back in the 

UK, the Chancellor’s Autumn Statement 

also offered the prospect of government 

investment through additional funding for 

transport infrastructure and housing.  

Equity markets have become so          

comfortable with the new fiscal regime 
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Amati Global Investors 
are managers for: 

 

 Amati VCT 

 Amati VCT 2 

 TB Amati UK  Smaller 
Companies Fund 

 Amati AIM IHT    
Portfolio Service 

Finely crafted investments 

P O R T F O L I O  C O M PA N I E S  S P O T L I G H T  

Investment markets and 
conditions can change 
rapidly and as such the 
views expressed should 
not be taken as        
statements of fact nor 
should reliance be 
placed on these views 
when making investment 
decisions. Past             
performance is not a 
reliable indicator to   
future performance. 

customers' desire to deal with a small     

number of trusted component suppliers and 

opens up new customer bases for Quixant's 

core technology.  Outsourcing can deliver 

substantial cost savings for gaming machine 

manufacturers and consolidation amongst 

Quixant's customers is putting increased 

momentum behind this trend.  Once Quixant 

has been established as a supplier, the   

highly regulated nature of the industry tends 

to lead to strong, long-term customer       

relationships as changing suppliers leads to 

renewed regulatory scrutiny in each          

jurisdiction.  The market capitalisation is 

£124 million (Factset at 7 December 2016).  

The Amati VCTs invested in Quixant at the 

time of IPO and was subsequently added to 

the TB Amati UK Smaller Companies Fund 

and the Amati AIM IHT Portfolio Service.   

Quixant - Quixant 

d es ig n s  a n d  

m a n u f a c t u r e s 

c o m p l e t e       

hardware and 

s o f t w a r e         

solutions for the 'slot' gaming industry.  The 

company's products are PC compatible    

systems that are designed and tuned to 

meet the complex needs of the gaming   

industry.  Quixant was founded in 2005, 

launching its first product in the same year 

and listing on AIM in 2013.  The company is 

based in Cambridge, with subsidiaries in 

Rome and Las Vegas and a manufacturing 

plant in Taiwan.  In November 2015, Quixant 

acquired Densitron Technologies plc, adding 

electronic display solutions to its products.  

This combination is addressing Quixant's 

Keywords Studios  - Keywords provides   

outsourced services to the video games  

industry.  It provides art creation, audio,  

testing, localisation, localisation testing and 

customer support services in over 50      

languages and all games platforms to      

publishers of video games.  The company 

was founded in 1998 and now has 120  

permanent staff (flexing to over 1,000 at 

peak times), with 24 facilities across Europe, 

North and South America and Asia, providing 

services to 21 of the top 25 games         

companies by revenue, including Microsoft, 

Sony, Electronic Arts and Nintendo.          

Keywords listed on AIM in 2013, raising  

capital to consolidate a very fragmented 

market.  The growth through acquisitions has 

been combined with good organic growth 

due to both the strength of the video gaming 

market and the increasing tendency to    

outsource activities considered non-core, 

S ma r t  M e te r in g    

Systems - Smart   

Metering Systems 

( S M S )  o w n s ,          

operates, connects 

and maintains smart meters and databases 

on behalf of energy companies.  It provides 

services across the gas and electricity meter 

markets as part of an integrated offering to 

utilities.  SMS was established in Glasgow in 

1995 and was admitted to AIM in 2011.  The   

company now manages over 1 million utility 

metering and data assets on behalf of its 

gas and electricity customers in the UK.  

These meters are predominantly in the    

Industrial and Commercial (I&C) markets.  

The next phase of growth for SMS will come 

from the roll-out of domestic smart meters to 

27 million UK households by 2020.  In order 

to capitalise on this opportunity the company 

has completed two 

acquisitions to give 

the group the       

necessary in-house 

accreditation and 

capacity to install and adopt ownership of 

utility metering assets on behalf of the UK's 

licenced gas and electricity suppliers.  This 

has changed SMS's operational delivery 

model from being wholly reliant on           

subcontractors for installation to gaining 

direct control of a large proportion of       

installation capacity, leading to an expected 

growth in share of the UK's domestic smart 

meter roll-out.  The market capitalisation is 

£474 million (Factset at 7 Dec 2016).  SMS 

is held in the TB Amati UK Smaller          

Companies Fund and the Amati AIM IHT  

Portfolio Service.  

such as those offered by Keywords.  The 

company can now support video games  

publishers from the very early concept of a 

game through to the post launch, live      

operations phase in its six service lines.  The 

company has grown revenues from £11.6m 

in 2012 (the year before its IPO) to an ex-

pected £57.5m in 2016 (Factset consensus 

at 7 Dec 2016).  The market capitalisation 

is £276 million (Factset at 7 Dec 2016).  

Keywords is held across all Amati managed 

funds and      portfolios.  The Amati VCTs 

participated in the original fundraising at 

IPO.  
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Calls are recorded and 
monitored. 

R I S K  W A R N I N G S  

This newsletter does not constitute investment, tax, or legal advice, and nor does it 
constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to invest in the products described. 
 Amati will not provide any investment, tax, or legal advice, or make any personal 
recommendations as to the suitability or otherwise of these products.  Before      
investing in our products we recommend that you contact your financial adviser.  

These investment products place your capital at risk and you may not get back the 
full amount invested, even allowing for any tax breaks.  The value of your              
investment may go down as well as up.  Past performance is not a reliable indicator 
of future performance.  Investors should be aware that any investment in equities is 
subject to risk, and that investment in smaller companies, in particular unquoted 
companies and those quoted on the Alternative Investment Market (AIM), carries 
an even higher risk than that of larger companies listed on the main market of the 
London Stock Exchange.  This is due to the higher volatility and lack of liquidity  
often found in smaller company shares, as well as typically higher levels of business 
specific risks.  Illiquidity means that buying and selling portfolio holdings may take 
some time, and in a worst case scenario portfolio companies could be delisted from 
AIM, making them very difficult to buy or sell, which in turn could affect the value 
of your investment.  Current tax rules and the available tax reliefs offered on       
investments into AIM-quoted stocks may change at any time, and there is a        
considerable risk that if the legislation changed in respect of these tax reliefs, then 
those portfolio companies that no longer qualified for such reliefs would be subject 
to heavy selling pressure, potentially leading to significant investment losses. 

U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S  

Finely crafted investments 

We would welcome your 
feedback/comments on 
any of the areas covered 
in this issue. Please either 
email the team on  
info@amatiglobal.com or 
call on 0131 503 9100. 
If you would like to     
receive our monthly fact 
sheets by email please 
send a request to         
info@amatiglobal.com.                            

This financial             
promotion is issued by 
Amati Global Investors 
Ltd, authorised and 
regulated by the       
Financial Conduct    
Authority and            
registered in Scotland 
no. SC199908.  

Amati Adviser Breakfast Seminars 

Date Location 

19 January 2017 Manchester 

31 January 2017 Bristol 

1 February 2017 Exeter 

8 February 2017 Glasgow 

9 February 2017 Belfast 

23 February 2017 Edinburgh 

9 March 2017 Cambridge 

10 March 2017 Norwich 

16 March 2017 London 

To register for one of our Breakfast Seminars, please contact Rachel Le Derf 

on 0131 503 9104 or by email at rachel.lederf@amatiglobal.com. 

Amati will be holding a series of breakfast seminars on “Smaller Companies as 

as an asset class” during 2017.  These presentations are designed to give  

advisers a better understanding of the investment choices available for their 

clients including tax efficient VCTs and AIM IHT portfolios.  The “small-cap    

effect” will also be discussed alongside what the fund managers look for when 

selecting the best firms from the wide universe of stocks in this sector 

mailto:info@amatiglobal.com
mailto:info@amatiglobal.com?subject=Newsletter%20Feedback
mailto:info@amatiglobal.com?subject=Request%20for%20Fact%20Sheets

